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CRITTENTON SERVICES OF GREATER WASHINGTON

YEARBOOK
Dear Crittenton Class of 2023,

You did it! You should feel very proud of yourselves for this incredible achievement. Graduating High School is no easy feat, and is an important milestone on your journey to adulthood. This year's class of Seniors are truly remarkable. You inspired us with your abilities to collectively and individually make impacts within your schools and communities. Each and every one of you have special and valuable qualities to offer this world, and we applaud you as you step into this next phase of your lives.

I'd like to impart to you some advice; Keep using the tools and knowledge you've learned. Strive to learn something new everywhere you go. Prepare for what's next, but also make the time to have some fun and celebrate your achievements, too.

Please know as you go on your way, you're being cheered on by a robust and enthusiastic community of supporters who join the board, the staff, and myself in wishing you the very best.

It takes courage to begin, but the art is finishing.

Warm Wishes,
Aaron Myers, Interim President & CEO

To The Exceptional and Resilient Class of 2023,

Congratulations! As your college counselor, I am immensely proud of each and every one of you. Your capabilities, determination, and unique voices are not only shaping the future, but also inspiring others to do the same. Dream big, continue to shine, and embrace all opportunities that await you on this remarkable journey.

Wishing You All The Best,
Candice Pal, College & Career Readiness Counselor
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Naomi C.  
Daniela C.  
Yurleni C.  
Jabriah D.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Perla E.

Melani F.

Tabitha F.

Jasmine G.
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Suanny H.  
Ta-jah H.  
Emely I.  
Jazmine J.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Angelica J.  
Tehila M.  

Faith M.  
Katherine M.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Dream M.  
Geizer N.  
Sabella O.  
Miram O.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Maylin P.  
ArTaevia P.  
Veronica R.  
Amy R.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Eileen S.  
Lizzie S.  
Tianny T.  
Yasmeen Y.
Crittenton 2023 Grads

Not Pictured:

Iris A.                  Ja'Kayla C.            Sakiyah H.            Ariana P.  
Nancy A.                 Daniela C.            Tanihya H.            Arianna P.  
Kimberly A.              Jayda D.              Vaniyah H.            Maria P.    
Kaidyn A.                D'Yonnie D.          Rakaya I.             Camiyah P.  
Jennifer A.              Ruby D.               Nelema J.             Amyra P.    
Shajeah B.               Katherine D.          Joyanna K.            David R.     
Thailyn B.               Samia D.              Jala K.               Veronica R. 
Juana B.                 Eryn D.               Keiry L.              Yarielys R. 
Tiffany B.               Ashly E.              Taraji' L.            Lizeth S.    
Lauren B.                Camila F.             Tracey L.             La'RYah S.   
Ahleeya B.               Tamaya F.             Destinee M.           Makyah S.    
Sierra B.                Blessing G.           Leah M.               Kiara S.     
Marnae B.                Grace G.              Amira M.              Kaliyah S.   
Faithe B.                Audrey G.             Mariafernanda M.      Shania T.     
Shyonti B.               Sai Lakshmi G.        Reyna M.              Hilary T.    
Kimberly C.              Linda G.              Taniyah M.            MacKenzie T. 
Corrina C.               Armon'e G.            Danna N.              Desteni W.   
Maurine C.               Anisa H.              Sokhna N.             LaNyah W.    
Nautica C.               Amurah H.             Mariam N.             Makayla W.   
Kely C.                  Katherine H.          Malyhia P.            Jonell W.    
Natasia C.               Kiya H.               Jada P.               Jocelyn W.   

We Are So Proud of you!
Congratulations!

Class of 2023
"Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community and world better than you found it."

MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN
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#WeAreCrittentonGirls